Onsite Sewage Repair Permit

Policy:
In order for the LCDHD to conform to State Regulation 902 KAR 10:110, Issuance of On-site sewage disposal system permits, and to have uniformity in permit issuance, the following guidelines shall be adhered to:

1. “Alter” means to make physical change in the original design, sizing, layout, components, location, or method of operation (individually or in any combination of changes) of an existing on-site sewage disposal system, as a result of necessary repair or change in waste load volume or waste load characteristics.

2. “Minor repair” means any repair consisting of replaced or altered components. Components shall include tank(s), distribution box, solid pipe between tank and distribution box or between distribution boxes, leaching chamber section(s) and holding tank(s).

3. “Major repair” means any repair consisting of any minor repair(s) and/or the addition of lateral line and/or curtain drain. Furthermore, the existing system shall be utilized before overflowing into any additions made to system.

Procedure:

1. Minor repairs shall include:
   a. Inspection by the local Health Department Environmentalist.*

2. Major repairs shall include:
   a. A soil evaluation, requiring test holes (evaluation fee shall be waived),
   b. A permit (refer to website for pricing) and
   c. An inspection by local Health Department Environmentalist.*

3. *All repairs and alterations are to be inspected by the local Health Department per Section 11(1) 902 KAR 10:085
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